Imagining future events conveys adaptive benefits, yet recurrent simulations of feared situations may help to maintain anxiety. In two studies, we tested the hypothesis that people can attenuate future fears by suppressing anticipatory simulations of dreaded events. Participants repeatedly imagined upsetting episodes that they feared might happen to them and suppressed imaginings of other such events. Suppressing imagination engaged the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which modulated activation in the hippocampus and in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). Consistent with the role of the vmPFC in providing access to details that are typical for an event, stronger inhibition of this region was associated with greater forgetting of such details. Suppression further hindered participants' ability to later freely envision suppressed episodes. Critically, it also reduced feelings of apprehensiveness about the feared scenario, and individuals who were particularly successful at downregulating fears were also less trait-anxious. Attenuating apprehensiveness by suppressing simulations of feared events may thus be an effective coping strategy, suggesting that a deficiency in this mechanism could contribute to the development of anxiety.
suppression | episodic simulation | anxiety | cognitive control | prefrontal cortex W e spend a significant part of our everyday life contemplating the future (1, 2), often vividly imagining anticipated episodes (3) . Such episodic simulation conveys great adaptive value by eliciting the emotional impact that a future episode might hold (4) (5) (6) . However, dwelling on the future can also be detrimental to our well-being.
Thinking about past and future affairs-rather than about current activities-can induce unhappiness (7) , and exaggerated future simulation may even be integral to psychological disorders such as bipolar disorder (8) and anxiety (9) (10) (11) . Highly anxious individuals think of more negative future experiences than healthy people (10, 12) , their imagination of those episodes is more vivid (12) , and anticipatory processing of distressing situations aggravates symptoms (13) . Recurrent simulations of feared situations may moreover help to maintain anxiety, because imagined episodes are deemed as more likely to occur (14) (15) (16) . Thus, sometimes it may be beneficial to stop persistent simulations of feared prospective episodes.
This study tests the hypothesis that people can inhibit recurring imaginings of the future by engaging a control mechanism that has been shown to suppress memories of the past. Our hypothesis is based on two lines of research. First, memory and future simulation are mediated by a common core network of brain regions, including the hippocampus (HC) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) (17) (18) (19) . The HC is critical for the recombination of stored episodic details into imaginings of any future scenes (18) , as evidenced by the profound simulation impairments caused by lesions to this structure (e.g., refs. 20−21; but see also ref. 22 ). The vmPFC, by comparison, may particularly support simulations of recurrent themes. Accumulating evidence suggests that this region comes to represent features that are shared across similar episodes, thus creating a schematic model of the respective scenario (23, 24) . Reactivation of such a model, in turn, can facilitate simulations by providing the details that are typical for the imagined situation (25, 26) . Accordingly, the vmPFC may especially contribute to simulations that share recurring features such as when someone persistently reimagines particular fears they have about their future.
Second, people can exert remarkable mnemonic control. When confronted with an unwelcome reminder, people can suppress retrieval of the associated unwanted memory (27) (28) (29) . Such suppression is thought to be achieved by down-regulating brain regions supporting memory storage and retrieval, via modulatory influence of the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . This mechanism suppresses episodic details, impairs their access, and eventually causes forgetting (36, 37) .
Together, these two lines of research raise the possibility that people may stop recurring imaginings of feared future events by engaging a control mechanism that suppresses persistent episodic simulations. Such "future suppression" may require the down-regulation of the HC, given its fundamental contribution to both the retrieval of past episodes and the mental construction of future events (20, 21) . Critically, however, unlike the suppression of recently acquired and unique memories, which has been the focus of most pertinent studies, the suppression of recurrent imaginings may also involve down-regulation of the vmPFC, given this region's putative involvement in facilitating access to typical, repeated event details that are part of a schematic model of the dreaded situation (23, 24, 26) .
Significance
Humans possess the remarkable ability to recombine details of divergent memories into imaginings of future events. Such imaginings are useful, for example, because they foster planning and motivate farsighted decisions. Importantly, recurrently imagining feared situations can also undermine our well-being and may even contribute to the development of anxiety. Here, we demonstrate that fearful imaginings about the future can be inhibited by neural mechanisms that help to suppress the past. Importantly, suppression reduces later apprehensiveness about the feared events, a benefit that was diminished in individuals with greater trait anxiety. This pattern suggests that the observed inhibition mechanism serves to control people's future fears and its disruption may foster psychological disorders characterized by intrusive prospective thoughts.
To examine future suppression, we adapted the "Think/NoThink" procedure, used to study the suppression of past events (38) , to create the new "Imagine/No-Imagine" paradigm ( Fig. 1) . The procedure first asked participants to describe their fears (see Fig. 1, stage 1, for examples) . Importantly, they only provided recurrent future fears-that is, those that they had already worried might happen before entering the experiment. Participants then gave one key detail for each fear that was typical to their recurring imaginings of it. (These typical event details served as a dependent measure; see below.) Afterward, they entered the critical Imagine/ No-Imagine phase, which was composed of trials that presented reminders to these fears (stage 2 in Fig. 1 ). For some trials, participants were asked to imagine the feared event as vividly as possible in response to the reminder (Imagine condition); for others, participants were asked to suppress their imagining of the event, upon seeing the reminder (Suppress condition). (A third of the originally provided episodes, the Baseline items, were set aside and were not cued during this phase.) Over the course of the Imagine/No-Imagine phase, participants either imagined or suppressed a feared event 12 times. Following this phase, we gave participants each reminder again and asked them to recall the typical feature of its corresponding fear (stage 3 in Fig. 1 ). Once all typical details were tested, participants were then asked to freely imagine each episode aloud in detail for 2 min (stage 4 in Fig. 1 ). Finally, we assessed the impact of suppression on participants' apprehensiveness toward these future events (stage 5 in Fig. 1 ).
We used this Imagine/No-Imagine procedure in two studies to test key predictions of the hypothesis that persistent future fears can be controlled by a similar mechanism to the one that mediates the suppression of unwanted memories. As detailed in the following, these predictions concerned (i) the behavioral consequences of suppression, (ii) the relationship between the efficacy of suppression and trait anxiety, and (iii) in the second study, the neural basis of the future suppression process.
If suppressing recurring fears engages a control mechanism that inhibits typical episodic details, three behavioral findings should emerge: First, participants should have greater difficulty recalling such details for suppressed than for baseline episodes. Second, given that these details constitute the building blocks of imagination (18) , suppression also should make it harder for people to freely imagine suppressed episodes, even when they later simulate them on purpose. Third, if participants suppress typical details of a future episode that otherwise would evoke anxious feelings, these details should be less accessible when they then judge how apprehensive they feel about the episode. Because the availability of pertinent details influences how people evaluate a situation (39, 40) , the reduced accessibility may make people feel less apprehensive about the event.
The predicted behavioral consequences of suppression would suggest that suppression constitutes a coping mechanism for dealing with intrusive imaginings of future fears. Given that such imaginings may be prevalent in anxious individuals (10, 15) and indeed can amplify fears (41) , this raises the intriguing possibility that deficient suppression contributes to the development of anxiety. This hypothesis is consistent with the proposal that anxiety is characterized by a general deficiency in inhibiting threatrelated information (42) , presumably resulting from an underrecruitment of the dlPFC (42) (43) (44) . It is also consistent with more specific observations that anxious individuals and people with lower control over intrusive thoughts suffer deficits in their ability to suppress aversive memories (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . Given our hypothesis, such impaired memory control may extrapolate to the control of prospective thoughts. Thus, individuals exhibiting high trait anxiety may be less efficient at reducing their future fears by suppression.
Finally, if future suppression is indeed achieved by a similar mechanism as memory suppression, then it should be mediated by similar neural processes. That is, it should entail a modulatory top-down influence of the right dlPFC on regions supporting the construction of recurrent imaginings. We addressed this part of our hypothesis in the second study using fMRI and dynamic causal modeling (DCM) (50, 51) .
The hypothesis makes three key predictions: First, the influence of the dlPFC should be particularly pronounced when participants suppress their imaginings. Second, this context-dependent modulation should affect the effective connectivity of dlPFC with both the HC and the vmPFC (rather than with just the HC), given the proposed role of the vmPFC in recurrent simulations (23, 24, 26) . Third, given the presumed inhibitory nature of the dlPFC signal, the top-down connectivity should be negative, so that activation in the dlPFC causes deactivation in the target regions. Critically, if the vmPFC supports the retrieval of details that are typical for specific, recurring episodes, strong inhibition of this region may render those typical features inaccessible. In this case, the effective top-down connectivity from the dlPFC to the vmPFC may be more negative for individuals who later also show greater forgetting of typical details of suppressed fears. Together, the two studies thus elucidate a critical mechanism of suppressing intrusive imaginings of future fears and gauge whether deficits of this mechanism may contribute to persisting fears associated with anxiety.
Results
We first report whether future suppression causes inhibitory aftereffects that attenuate persistent fears before exploring whether additional imaginings also had an impact on already established fears. We then examine the complementary neural prediction that future suppression is based on modulatory top-down mechanisms similar to those engaged during memory suppression. To test our behavioral predictions, we compared the respective dependent variables in the Suppress and Baseline conditions. By this, we compare the effects of suppression with a condition that did not require participants to engage with the feared episodes at all. Moreover, to verify the consistency of our findings, the reported ANOVAs always included a between-subject factor of experiment (study 1, study 2) in addition to the within-subject factor of suppression status (suppression, baseline). All of the comparisons were qualitatively identical in the two studies, and accordingly, none of the interactions were significant (all Fs < 1.34, all Ps > 0.25).
Suppression Induces Forgetting of Typical Details of Recurring Fears.
We predicted that suppressing imaginings of feared future events would impair the later recall of typical details of those episodes, similar to the forgetting observed after suppressing unwanted memories (e.g., refs. 36, 48). In both studies, participants had provided a single word for each feared event that signified a typical recurring detail of their imagination (Materials and Methods and Fig. 1) . Critically, the recall rate for those typical details was indeed significantly worse for the fears that people had suppressed compared with baseline episodes that they had not suppressed, F(1, 38) = 18.27, P < 0.001 ( Fig. 2A) .
Suppression Hinders People's Ability to Imagine the Feared Future
Event. The foregoing finding indicates that suppression reduces the ability to access details that are typically part of participants' imagination of the respective event. If details such as these are building blocks of episodic future simulations (18) , then prior suppressions of a feared event should also hinder the ability to freely imagine it on later occasions.
To test this prediction, we asked participants to freshly imagine each feared episode out loud following the suppression phase. In this task, participants were encouraged to imagine the event in detail for 2 min, including whatever details they wished, and there was no requirement to remember or include any details previously listed. We scored these final free simulations with the Autobiographical Interview (52, 53) , which quantifies the internal (i.e., episodic; directly relating to the event) versus external (i.e., nonepisodic information; e.g., general facts) details of the narrative (Table S1 ). The resulting proportion of internal details indicates the imagination's episodic specificity. As predicted, episodic specificity was significantly lower for previously suppressed fears than it was for baseline episodes that were not suppressed, F(1, 38) = 6.77, P < 0.05 (Fig. 2B ). However, one participant yielded a particularly strong reduction in episodic specificity (i.e., Baseline-Suppress more than 2.5 SDs above the study mean). To mitigate the influence of this bivariate outlier on the inferential statistics, we also compared the Baseline and Suppress conditions using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test that is not sensitive to the magnitude of the effect. This test corroborated the reduction in episodic specificity (z = 1.98, P < 0.05). Thus, participants' ability to freshly imagine future happenings was hindered as a consequence of previous suppressions, compared with episodes that they had not at all been cued to think about in the interim.
These results support the hypothesis that suppressing imagination of feared future events interrupts episodic simulation processes, inhibiting typical episodic details underlying the imagination of the event. This hypothesis may further predict a relationship between impaired recall of typical details and diminished episodic specificity. We tested for this relationship by normalizing the respective below-baseline reductions (i.e., Baseline-Suppress) within the two studies to then compute a robust correlation (54) across all participants. However, this correlation was not significant (r = -0.11, 95% confidence interval = [-0.47; 0.22]), suggesting that individual differences in the episodicspecificity effect were also based on factors other than just the diminished accessibility of the most typical details. In the next section, we tested whether suppression further reduced apprehensiveness toward future events.
Suppression Attenuates Apprehensiveness About the Future. Evaluating our feelings toward possible future situations involves judgments that are likely influenced by information that is readily available at the time (39, 40) . Impoverished imagery of a feared situation may thus lead to a less anxious outlook. To test this possibility, we asked participants to rate how apprehensive they felt toward the future events they provided and indeed observed that suppressing imagination for these feared future events attenuated apprehensiveness compared with Baseline, F(1, 37) = 6.58, P < 0.05 (Fig. 2C ).
The Impact of Suppression on Apprehensiveness Predicts Trait Anxiety.
The observation that suppression can attenuate apprehensiveness about the future suggests that it may function as an effective coping mechanism for some individuals. However, given that anxious people experience intrusive fears (12) and are also significantly impaired at suppressing negative memories (46, 47) , this raises the possibility that these individuals may be less efficient also at down-regulating their fears of the future by suppression.
To test this possibility, we examined whether the observed effects of suppression on future apprehensiveness were related to individual differences in trait anxiety. Specifically, for each participant, we subtracted the apprehensiveness scores given for items of the Suppress condition from the Baseline condition, yielding values that express the efficiency in reducing feelings of fear about the future events. We normalized these values within each study to then compute a robust correlation (54) (Fig. 3) , supporting the hypothesis that more anxious people are less effective in reducing their recurring fears by suppression.
Do Additional Imaginings Change Already Established Fears?
Before turning to the complementary neural predictions, we explore whether additional imaginings further change the representations of established fear episodes. That is, in the Imagine condition, participants simulated episodes that they had already previously feared might happen to them. They were thus asked to imagine episodes that constituted recurrent fears. As such, we did not have strong predictions of whether additional simulations during the Imagine/No-Imagine phase would affect the dependent measures relative to Baseline. Indeed, the difference between Imagine and Baseline varied across dependent measures and was not as consistent across the two studies as for the comparison of Suppress and Baseline (Fig.  4) . In the following, we examine each dependent variable in turn, reporting the respective results from an Imagination Status (imagine, baseline) × Study (study 1, study 2) ANOVA.
The typical details yielded an unexpected pattern of greater recall in the Baseline than in the Imagine condition, F(1, 38) = 5.02, P < 0.05. However, unlike the recall impairment caused by suppression, this effect was not associated with neural markers of inhibitory top-down modulation (see dlPFC and the Down-Regulation of Hippocampal and vmPFC Activation and Discussion), suggesting that the effect was caused by a different mechanism.
Turning to the episodic specificity scores, these yielded a trend for the effect of imagination status, F(1, 38) = 3.84, P = 0.057, and the significant interaction of imagination status and study, F(1, 38) = 4.7, P < 0.05. Follow-up tests indicated that the Imagine condition exhibited a greater episodic specificity than Baseline in study 1 only, t(19) = -2.2, P < 0.05.
Finally, we analyzed changes in apprehensiveness and observed no significant effect, both Fs(1, 38) < 1.12, all Ps > 0.29. Thus, additional simulations during the Imagine/No-Imagine phase did not further increase participants' fears of the future.
Future Suppression Engages Brain Systems Involved in Retrieval
Suppression. Suppressing imagination of feared future events diminishes the accessibility of episodic details in a manner akin to the inhibitory aftereffects caused by memory suppression (37) . Study 2 tested the complementary hypothesis that suppressing recurring imaginings of the future is also supported by neural mechanisms similar to those engaged during the suppression of past events. Retrieval suppression is typically associated with modulation of hippocampal activity. We tested the further idea that suppressing recurring imaginings involves an additional modulation of vmPFC activation, consistent with this region's putative contribution to the facilitation of typical details of simulated scenarios (25, 26) . The findings strongly support these hypotheses. Comparing activation for Suppress versus Imagine trials confirmed that suppressing future imaginings does indeed recruit brain regions typically associated with memory suppression (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (Fig. 5A) . (For full exploratory results, see Tables S2 and S3 .) Future suppression engaged the dlPFC, particularly a cluster within the right middle frontal gyrus. The peak of the cluster was in close proximity to the dlPFC peak previously associated with direct memory suppression (i.e., within a 10-mm distance) (28) , suggesting that overlapping prefrontal regions exert inhibitory control over both episodic retrieval and simulation.
To explore whether the engagement of right dlPFC varied with individual differences in trait anxiety, we extracted the corresponding contrast estimates from a spherical region-of-interest (ROI) (r = 6 mm), centered on the peak in this region. However, these estimates did not significantly correlate with STAI scores (robust correlation: r = 0.12, 95% confidence interval = [-0.35; 0.61]).
Critically, we did observe the complementary reduction of activation in the regions predicted to be targets of inhibitory control by the dlPFC (Fig. 5B) : the vmPFC and, using smallvolume correction, also bilateral hippocampal clusters with the strongest effect in the left hemisphere (left: XYZ, -33, -28, -14; z = 4.6; right: XYZ, 33, -28, -14; z = 4.31). (The cluster also extended into the broader medial temporal lobes and amygdala.)
The foregoing findings are consistent with the possibility that, as in studies of retrieval suppression, the dlPFC originates a topdown inhibitory control signal that modulates activation in medial temporal lobe regions, in this instance, to suppress processes necessary for prospective simulation. The results moreover suggest that inhibitory control of future events also affects vmPFC, consistent with the possibility that episodic simulation is stopped, in part, by modulating activity in this structure to suppress access to recurring details. From these patterns alone, however, it is not possible to conclude whether dlPFC dynamically interacts with these two regions in support of future suppression. To address this issue, the next section reports effective connectivity analyses testing the hypothesis that the dlPFC down-regulated activation in HC and vmPFC. We used DCM to determine whether dlPFC modulated activity in the HC and vmPFC during suppression. This method explains regional activation in terms of changing patterns of connectivity during experimentally induced contextual modulations (50, 51) . DCM requires the specification of a set of models that include the ROIs as well as connections between the regions. Different models can then be estimated that systematically vary key features of the model architecture, such as whether connections are invariant or whether they can be modulated during experimental conditions-for example, when participants attempt to suppress simulations of recurrent future fears. Using Bayesian Model Selection (BMS), it is then possible to compare the evidence for those models, which enables inferences about the presence and direction of modulatory connections.
We created three basic models that comprised the three nodes (dlPFC, vmPFC, and HC), bilateral intrinsic connections and inhibitory autoconnections. The basic models differed in the location of the driving input-that is, the activation of the network elicited by any reminder. Specifically, this input could enter the model either via the dlPFC, the vmPFC and HC, or all three nodes. We then configured four model families (each entailing all three basic models) that systematically varied the connections that could be modulated during suppression (similar to refs. 28, 29, 33) (Fig. 6A) . Family I did not entail any modulatory component, whereas family II included bottom-up modulatory connections (i.e., from the putatively modulated regions to the dlPFC). These families are thus inconsistent with the hypothesized suppression mechanism. By comparison, family III did feature top-down modulatory connections (i.e., from dlPFC to the modulated regions), and family IV exhibited bidirectional modulatory connections. These families are thus consistent with a change in connectivity from the dlPFC to the modulated regions during suppression. Finally, within families II to IV, we further specified three versions of each model, which differed in the regions that exhibited modulatory connections with the dlPFC (i.e., the HC, vmPFC, or both). This approach allowed us to examine whether the putative modulation of the dlPFC was restricted to either the HC or the vmPFC, or extended to both.
On the estimated models, we ran BMS in a random-effects approach (55) , which reports the exceedance probability (EP) to which any of the families is more likely to have generated the data than the other included families. Echoing research on memory suppression, family IV was the clear winner, with an EP greater than 0.98. The winning model family thus entailed a modulation of the connection from the dlPFC to regions likely involved in episodic simulation. We then compared the models within that family and thus examined whether the dlPFC modulated the HC (as previously shown during suppression of simple verbal and visual memories) (28, 29, 33) or whether it also modulated the vmPFC. Critically, BMS deemed those models to be overwhelmingly superior that featured modulation of both HC and vmPFC targets rather than just a modulation of single sites (EP > 0.99). (Of these models, in turn, the one receiving driving input via all nodes was the clear winner; EP > 0.97.)
The best models thus shared a structure consistent with the hypothesized modulation of regions involved in recurrent simulations of future episodes. For the impact of the dlPFC to be inhibitory, topdown connections would be expected to be negative. We examined the respective connectivity parameters using Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) of the winning models within family IV (i.e., the ones including modulations of HC and vmPFC). BMA computes weighted averages of the parameters, where the weighting is determined by the posterior probability of the models. We focus on two measures: the modulatory top-down connectivity, indicating the change in coupling during suppression, and the sum of the modulatory and intrinsic (i.e., average) connectivity-that is, the effective connectivity during suppression. Given the clear theoretical direction of our prediction, we used one-tailed statistical tests.
The modulatory connectivity to the HC was significantly negative, t(19) = -2.56, P < 0.01, which resulted in a trend for a negative effective connectivity, t(19) = -1.51, P = 0.07. Thus, we observed some evidence for inhibitory modulation of the HC during suppression.
By contrast, overall, the analogous coupling estimates for the vmPFC were numerically negative but were not significant: modulatory connectivity, t(19) = -0.52, P = 0.3; effective connectivity, t(19) = -0.42, P = 0.34. Importantly, we had hypothesized that down-regulating activation in this region would inhibit representations of typical, recurrent event details, impairing their subsequent accessibility. As such, we expected the top-down connectivity to be more negative for people who then found it harder to retrieve the typical details of suppressed episodes (cf. refs. 28 and 29). We therefore split our sample into stronger versus weaker suppressors, based on below-baseline forgetting of the typical details (i.e., Baseline-Suppress). The modulatory component showed a trend for a more negative modulation in the stronger suppressors, t(18) = 1.65, P = 0.058 (Fig. 6B) . Critically, this difference in modulatory connectivity contributed to a significant group difference in effective connectivity, t(18) = 2.17, P < 0.05, which rendered the effective top-down modulation of vmPFC negative for the stronger suppressors, t(9) = -1.91, P < 0.05. By contrast, an analogous median split based on differences in recall between the Baseline and Imagine episodes did not yield any connectivity differences: modulatory connectivity, t(18) = 0.39, P = 0.71; effective connectivity, t(18) = 0.55, P = 0.59. Thus, the down-regulation of vmPFC activity during suppression was selectively associated with a subsequent impairment in recalling suppressed event details.
Discussion
Recurrently imagining dreaded future situations potentiates fears and can even support the development and maintenance of anxiety disorders (8, 11, 13 ). The reported studies tested the hypothesis that such simulations can be suppressed with the opposite effect of down-regulating apprehensiveness. Our data indicate that future suppression is based on a brain mechanism that is remarkably similar to a system implicated in the voluntary suppression of past experiences. This mechanism recruits right dlPFC, which originates an inhibitory signal that down-regulates activation in brain regions supporting both retrieval and episode-construction processes. Paralleling the suppression of recently acquired memories (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) , the regions targeted by future suppression included the HC, a structure that is fundamental for the retrieval of past episodes and the construction of coherent future and fictitious events (20, 21) .
Critically, the suppression of recurring fears of the future differs from suppressing past events in that it also involved modulating the vmPFC. The mPFC fosters the integration of overlapping memories into a common representation (56, 57) , presumably by representing past experiences during new learning (57) and by interacting with distributed brain regions that code for the shared elements (26) . Over time, the mPFC thus binds typical features of similar episodes into a schematic model of the respective scenario (23, 24, 58) . The vmPFC may further integrate such models with associated affective information, thereby contributing to the emergence of personally relevant concepts (59, 60) . On the one hand, these representations then foster the encoding and retrieval of information consistent with a given model (24) . On the other hand, they support simulation by providing access to typical event details (25, 26) .
As such, the vmPFC would particularly support recurrent imaginings by facilitating the retrieval of details typical of the feared situation. In turn, a targeted suppression of the vmPFC might weaken the representation of the feared situation and render its typical details less accessible. Supporting this prediction, effective connectivity analysis revealed inhibitory modulation of the vmPFC especially for those people who were particularly disrupted at recalling suppressed typical details. By contrast, we did not observe any relationship between vmPFC modulation and retrieval of typical details from repeatedly imagined events. Taken together, these results thus selectively link negative top-down modulation of vmPFC to future suppression. [At the same time, they suggest that the impairment in retrieving event details of Imagine episodes was caused by a different mechanism, such as retrieval interference (61; see SI Discussion).] Moreover, suppression did not merely lead to an inability to recall typical features of past imaginings but also hindered the ability to subsequently simulate the episodes, however they came to mind. Thus, suppression may reduce access to the necessary building blocks of the imagined events, an effect that was not overcome even within the 2 min allowed for each of the final simulations. However, the absence of a significant correlation between diminished detail recall and hindered episodic simulation suggests that individual differences in the latter effect may be influenced by further factors such as baseline differences in narrative style (see ref. 62) .
We had moreover hypothesized that hindered imagery of suppressed scenarios would also weaken participants' feelings of fear about the future event. When probed about their feelings toward those possible future events, participants should thus report less apprehensiveness. This prediction was indeed supported by the data, suggesting that suppressing recurring future imaginings may constitute an effective coping mechanism for dealing with persistent fears for many people. Given that we assessed apprehensiveness via subjective ratings, one may be concerned whether this observation simply reflects a demand effect. For two reasons, we think that this interpretation is unlikely to account for the data. First, if participants tried to align their judgments with assumed researcher expectations, it seems likely that they also would have reported increased anxiety for imagined episodes in addition to decreased anxiety for suppressed episodes. Although there was a numerical difference, this was not reliably the case. Second, and critically, we not only obtained a main effect of reduced apprehensiveness but also observed that the magnitude of this reduction correlated with individual differences in trait anxiety. It seems difficult to explain why less anxious individuals would exhibit a greater demand effect.
Alternatively, reduced apprehensiveness may not arise from a specific inhibitory process but may have been caused by any task that requires an effortful engagement with the feared episode. We think that this interpretation is unlikely. First, in a test of the difficulty hypothesis, recent data have demonstrated that simply engaging in a highly difficult task (even if it closely mimics a suppression condition) does not lead to inhibitory effects typically caused by suppression (63) . Second, if merely performing any effortful task reduces apprehensiveness, then one would expect the Imagine task to also cause such a reduction. That is, both suppressing and imagining should reduce apprehensiveness compared with Baseline. In contrast to this prediction, numerically, participants reported greater apprehensiveness for Imagine than Baseline episodes (although the direct comparison was not significant). Critically, a contrast analysis corroborated a linear trend across the three conditions, F(1, 38) = 6.58, P < 0.05, reflecting a rank order (Suppress < Baseline < Imagine) that is hard to reconcile with a high-engagement account.
The observed reduction in future apprehensiveness highlights the hypothesized adaptiveness of stopping recurrent simulations. By contrast, the opposite tendency to spontaneously dwell on past and future concerns may constitute a driving force of neuroticism (64) and thus increase the susceptibility for anxiety disorders (65) . The mPFC, in particular, may mediate the contribution of recurrent imaginings to the development and maintenance of anxiety (cf., refs. 9-11). The repeated simulation of feared events, similar to the actual experience of overlapping episodes (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) 58) All estimated models included the presumed control node dlPFC and the putatively modulated nodes HC and vmPFC. BMS first yielded evidence in favor of those models that exhibited a change in connectivity during suppression for both top-down and bottom-up connections. Within this family, the models could account best for the data that included modulations of the connections between the dlPFC and both HC and vmPFC. (B) As predicted, the top-down influence on the vmPFC was more negative for those participants who also suppressed more typical features of the avoided episodes as assessed by the recall of those details. The average modulatory connectivity is shown in red, whereas the resulting effective connectivity (i.e., the sum of the intrinsic and modulatory components) is shown in purple. Error bars indicate the SE. An asterisk denotes two-tailed tests.
the participants' recurrent fears before they entered the study.) Such a representation, in turn, would facilitate future simulations of the scenario, thereby enhancing accessibility of the event (10, 15) and increasing its perceived plausibility (14) (15) (16) . It thus may be why the mPFC is particularly engaged when people worry more strongly about possible future events (66). This is not to say, however, that representations of feared situations always promote anxiety. Indeed, vmPFC activation also increases during extinction and reversal learning-that is, in situations when new representations of previously aversive conditioned-stimuli are being established (67) . These observations thus indicate that anxiety can be controlled not only by the suppression of fear representations but also by the acquisition of novel safety representations in the vmPFC (67, 68) . Importantly, there is notable evidence for functional specialization within this region (see ref. 69) , suggesting that it is particularly the posterior vmPFC that is involved in negative mood and anticipatory anxiety, whereas more anterior parts may support positive affect and fear extinction. Although parts of the cluster observed in the current study appear to cover the posterior vmPFC, direct comparisons are necessary to determine the extent to which the regions affected by future suppression colocalize with those involved in anticipatory anxiety or extinction.
In addition to having stronger schematic models of feared situations, anxious individuals may also be impaired at suppressing fear imagery. Evidence from Stroop (70), antisaccade (71) , and flanker tasks (72) demonstrates an inhibitory deficit in anxiety, with individuals showing a stronger deficiency also experiencing more negative intrusive thoughts (72) . Consistently, we observed that anxious individuals were worse at attenuating their fears by suppression, a finding that mirrors their impairment in suppressing negative memories (45, (47) (48) (49) . Anxiety may thus be characterized by a diminished control over the contents of one's awareness, a function in part mediated by processes controlling the retrieval of past happenings and the construction of future imaginings (see ref. 9) .
The similarities between the suppression of the future and the past further suggest that the same core mechanism may not just be recruited for coping with emotionally negative episodes but could also help controlling any intrusive imagery, irrespective of valence. That is, in the memory domain, essentially the same neural network is engaged during the suppression of negative (31, 34) and neutral content (e.g., refs. [28] [29] [30] . Similarly, suppression causes forgetting of not only negative (e.g., refs. 48, 49, [73] [74] [75] but also neutral memories (e.g., refs. [28] [29] [30] , and in both cases, the efficiency of this process is inversely related to trait anxiety (46, 47) and rumination (76) . More broadly, these findings echo the related literature on emotion regulation (see ref. 34) , which indicates that some lateral prefrontal regions are engaged irrespective of the exact goal of the regulation effort (e.g., both up-and down-regulation) (e.g., refs. 77, 78) .
Although a general inhibitory control process may suppress future imaginings of any valence, there may also be valence-specific effects akin to emotion regulation (79) . A recent study, for example, showed that anxious individuals are generally impaired at suppressing unwanted memories of any valence but that this deficiency is particularly pronounced for negative material (47) . The efficiency of the inhibitory control process may thus vary with the valence of the to-be-suppressed content. Moreover, even if the same inhibitory control process operates on both negative and positive imaginings, reducing the accessibility of the events' respective typical details, it may cause opposite changes in people's outlook toward the future: As suppressing negative details of dreaded situations can reduce apprehensiveness, suppressing positive details of welcome events may decrease pleasant anticipation (39, 40) . The reported procedure allows prospective studies to determine the exact interactions between future suppression and valence.
However, we do not take the data to suggest that it is always beneficial to suppress feared imaginings. It may, for example, be maladaptive to merely replace concrete imagery with abstract worrying thoughts of a more verbal nature (80) . From a construallevel perspective, focusing on more abstract features may shift participants' outlook toward other high-level features of the event, such as its putative causes (81) . This shift, in turn, has been shown to increase anxiety (82) . Accordingly, we carefully instructed participants to suppress any pertinent image or thought (i.e., whether concrete or abstract) from coming to mind. Indeed, some established therapeutic interventions for anxiety disorders, including imaginal exposure and imagery rescripting, successfully reduce anxiety by fostering the mental engagement with the feared situation (for a review, see ref. 83) . It thus can be adaptive to simulate anticipated events, particularly if they are deemed to be controllable (84) (85) (86) . With the described procedure, it will be possible to assess the relative benefits of suppressing versus imagining and to determine how their efficacy varies with features of the dreaded situation and with participants' abilities. Nevertheless, the present data do suggest that, on average, people without anxiety disorders may often benefit from suppressing fearful imaginings, perhaps accounting for why suppressing unwelcome fears is such a common coping response in the general population.
To conclude, the reported studies facilitate our understanding of a mechanism supporting suppression of recurring, intrusive fears. Our findings suggest that future suppression is achieved by an inhibitory top-down modulation originating from the dlPFC akin to memory suppression. In case of future suppression, the dlPFC also exerts control over the vmPFC, consistent with this region's role in supporting particularly recurrent simulations, in addition to the HC. Suppression can have a beneficial impact on our outlook toward the future. The observation that suppression is less effective in anxious individuals suggests that deficits in this process may be involved in sustaining psychological disorders that are characterized by intrusive prospective thoughts (8, 9) .
Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty volunteers participated in each study (study 1-7 male; age: M = 23.5 y, range = 19-31; study 2-8 male; age: M = 26.1 y, range = 19-35). They were not color-blind and reported no history of psychiatric disorder. All participants of study 2 were also right-handed with no contraindication for MRI. (Three further participants did not complete the procedure.) All gave written informed consent as approved by the Cambridge Psychology Research Ethics Committee.
Procedure. The Imagine/No-Imagine procedure entails (i) a generation phase, during which participants provided recurrent feared future episodes; (ii) the Imagine/No-Imagine phase, during which they repeatedly simulated some of those episodes while suppressing others; (iii) a detail-recall phase, during which they recalled typical features of each episode; (iv) a final simulation phase, during which they freely imagined each episode; and (v) an apprehension assessment phase.
During generation (stage 1 in Fig. 1 ), participants provided 20 (22 in study 2) episodes that they might experience in the future (see Fig. 1 for examples) . Each of these had to be negative-that is, unpleasant or a cause to worryand had to be possible to happen within the next 2 y (although it did not need to be likely to happen). The events had to be specific instances, lasting between a few minutes and a day, which the participants could imagine through their own eyes. Critically, participants only provided events that were of genuine concern to them and that were recurrent fears-that is, which they had already worried about at least once within the last year. Participants provided a short description of the event, which was used to verify compliance with those rules. For each event, they also provided a reminder word, which served as an obvious cue to the event (often a word from the episode's description), and a typical detail. The typical detail referred to a key feature of the participants' imagination that would remind them of the respective episode. However, it could not be a part of its description.
Participants rated each episode on the following 5-point scales: vividness of typical imagination, emotional intensity, likelihood of occurrence, distance in the future, and frequency of thought. We randomly assigned 15 episodes (18 in study 2) to three conditions (Imagine, Suppress, and Baseline) that were matched on these ratings (study 1: all jtj < 1.64, P > 0.11; study 2: all jtj < 1.02, P > 0.32).
Participants then practiced the Imagine/No-Imagine task (stage 2 in Fig. 1 ). Reminder words for the Imagine condition were presented in green, and participants simulated the corresponding episode as vividly as possible. Each reminder was presented multiple times, and they were instructed to keep elaborating on their previous simulations. Reminders for the Suppress condition were recurrently presented in red, and for these items, participants received instructions similar to those shown to engage a mechanism of retrieval suppression (27, 28) : They briefly recognized the associated episode, before trying to block all thoughts or imaginings. If any thought entered their awareness, participants were instructed to push it out. Moreover, they were carefully instructed to not distract themselves by generating substituting thoughts but to remain focused on the reminder.
During the critical Imagine/No-Imagine phase, participants encountered each reminder from the Imagine and Suppress conditions 12 times across four blocks. We presented each reminder for 5 s in a pseudorandom order, ensuring that (i) any word was only repeated once all of the others had been shown and (ii) conditions alternated after a maximum of four trials. In study 1, the interstimulus interval (ISI) was 600 ms; in study 2, it was jittered between 1.5 and 7.5 s (average, 2.5 s; SD, 1.2 s) to optimize the efficiency of the event-related design as determined by optseq2 (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/).
Afterward, we assessed participants' memory for the typical details of their imaginations (stage 3 in Fig. 1 ). They saw each reminder for a maximum of 4 s (ISI, 400 ms) and tried recalling the detail associated with the cued episode. The reminders were presented in pseudorandom order, matching the conditions for average serial position.
Participants then freely simulated each episode one more time while describing each image and thought out loud for maximally 2 min or until they had come to a natural end (stage 4 in Fig. 1 ). Following each trial, they indicated whether they had imagined the event through their own eyes and rated it according to its vividness and emotional intensity (and, in study 1, on the other scales). Apart from a reduced vividness for Suppress, t(19) = 3.94, P < 0.002, and Baseline, t(19) = 2.87, P < 0.02, compared with Imagine items in study 2, there were no differences between conditions (all other jtj < 1.92, P > 0.07).
All simulations were audio-recorded and later rated with the Autobiographical Interview procedure (52) , which has been adapted for the examination of future simulations (e.g., ref. 53). It quantifies the internal (i.e., episodic; directly relating to the event) versus external (i.e., nonepisodic information; e.g., general facts) details of the simulation (see Table S1 ), where the proportion of internal details indicates the imagination's episodic specificity. Scoring was performed, blind to the conditions, by D.J.D. We established interrater reliability based on 60 episodes of each study, which were also scored blindly by an independent rater. The reliability was very good for internal (Cronbach's α = 0.89) and good for external details (0.73).
Participants then indicated how apprehensive they felt toward each event on a 5-point scale (0, no anxiety; 4, very anxious) (stage 5 in Fig. 1 ). Finally, all (but two participants in study 1) completed the trait part of the STAI-Y. Preprocessing and univariate analyses used SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The functional images were realigned, corrected for slice acquisition times, and coregistered with the structural image. This image was spatially normalized, and the resulting parameters served to normalize the functional images into 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3 cubic voxels by fourth degree B-spine interpolation (using the Montreal Neurological Institute reference brain). The images were then smoothed by an isotropic 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. Regional activation. fMRI data of each participant were analyzed with a general linear model (GLM) that decomposed the BOLD time series separately for each run. The Imagine and No-Imagine conditions were modeled by separate regressors that coded for the respective 5 s of each trial and that were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. In addition, we included regressors representing the mean over scans and residual movement artifacts. We applied a 1/128 Hz high pass filter to model and data, before estimating the model parameters from the least-square fit. Contrast estimates for Imagine versus No-Imagine were entered into a one-sample t test at the second level.
The resulting statistical maps were thresholded at P < 0.05, family-wise error (FWE) corrected for the whole brain. The predicted effects in the HC were tested using small-volume FWE correction for a mask of this structure (87) . Effective connectivity analyses. Effective connectivity between the dlPFC, HC, and vmPFC was estimated using DCM (50, 51) as implemented in SPM12 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/). We extracted the eigenvariate of each region's time course, adjusted for effects of interest, from a 6-mm radius sphere centered on subject-specific peaks. These were identified as the individual peaks located within a 10-mm radius sphere centered on the respective group peaks and, for the HC, also within the anatomical mask of this region. Model fitting was based on these data and was achieved by adjusting the parameters to maximize the free-energy estimate of the model evidence (50) . Specifically, as detailed in Results, we estimated 30 models that were variants of the same basic model (dlPFC, HC, and vmPFC as nodes; withinregion inhibitory autoconnections; bidirectional intrinsic connections between all regions). Across models, we varied (i) the direction of the connectivity that could be modulated during the 5 s of No-Imagine trials (i.e., none, bottom-up, topdown, bidirectional), (ii) the putatively modulated region (i.e., HC, vmPFC, both), and (iii) the location of the driving-input (HC and vmPFC, dlPFC, and all) (Fig. 6) . We parsed the estimated models into families and ran BMS in a random-effects approach. BMS reports the EP-that is, the probability to which a given family of models is more likely than the other families to have generated the data from a random participant (55) . Note that BMS penalizes for model complexity. We then used BMA (55) to assess the modulatory influence and the effective connectivity (i.e., the sum of the intrinsic and modulatory connectivity) of the winning models. BMA computes weighted averages of each model parameter, where the weighting is determined by each model's posterior probability.
